In this paper, a modified version of the African Buffalo Optimization algorithm with emphasis on global search is proposed. Two different equations with the values of their upper and lower boundaries are selected to be tested. The experimental result illustrates the difference in performance between the modified and the original ABO algorithm toward the optimum solution. At the end of all experimental procedures, it was observed that the Global African Buffalo Optimization (GABO) converges very quickly towards the optimal solution with a few buffalos. However, the experimental result show that GABO convergence still needs improvement as it tends to have unpromising convergence towards the end of a large iteration. In any case, GABO is a promising optimization method.
INTRODUCTION
Within the past few decades, Nature-inspired optimization algorithms have increasingly been gaining popularity in the areas of scientific and engineering research all over the world (Rauff, 2015) . This development has thrilled many researchers and they have deduced various reasons for it. Some researchers argue that these Algorithms are successful because they were developed to replicate some of the most successful dynamics in biological, physical and chemical processes which occur naturally (Gandomi & Alavi, 2012; Priami, 2009) . With this situation, the issue of choice of algorithm always surfaces (since there exists so many to choose from) whenever the need for optimization arises (Huang & Lam, 2002) . There is this general understanding among researchers that the choice of the 'best' algorithm to solve a problem should largely be based on the nature of problem being faced. The No free lunch optimization theorem reinforced this line of thought (Wolpert & Macready, 1997; Xu, Caramanis, & Mannor, 2012) . In fact, there is no agreement on the recommended principles guiding the choice of algorithms when faced with large-scale, nonlinear optimization problems (Ellison, Finn, Qin, & Tang, 2015) .
The African Buffalo Optimization (ABO) algorithm was proposed by Odili and Kahar with inspiration from the natural behavior of the African buffalos (Odili & Kahar, 2015a) . The ABO, though a relatively new algorithm has been successfully applied to solving benchmark travelling salesman's problems (Odili, Kahar, & Noraziah, 2016) , numerical function optimization (Odili & Kahar, 2015b) and tuning of PID parameters (Odili & Mohmad Kahar, 2016) .
The rest of this paper is organized thus: section two discusses the modified African Buffalo optimization with emphasis on global search (GABO), section three explains the experimental setup and discussion of results while section four draws conclusions from the study.
THE WORKING OF THE GABO
With the ability of the buffalos to recognize the global best position in a standard ABO algorithm at step 3 (Odili, Kahar, & Anwar, 2015) , the buffalos were made to perform a research of the best position found by the ABO buffalos to ensure that the global best position are the same and as close enough to the global optimum solution as possible. This can be seen in step 4. With this idea, some modifications of the standard ABO algorithm are proposed. The modified algorithm selected the best position which has already been found by the ABO buffalos and then set them as the best position to be tested by considering the lower and the upper values of the herds' best ( ). After this, the algorithm then starts to search towards the optimum global solution. In step 5 if the global optimum solution was found, then ABO move to step 6 if not, it repeats steps 2-5. But the Step 6 in GABO is asking to ensure the global best is reached if not repeat step 2-6 (This is the primary difference between ABO and GABO).
Step 7 outputs the optimum values which means the best minimum values. In this way, the buffalos can search for more domains. The Pseudocode of the proposed GABO is presented in Figure 1 : The performance of GABO was greatly improved with the introduction of the search for the optimum global solution of the best position that has already been found by buffalos into the original version of ABO. This improvement was evident through the experimental study carried out on the benchmark problem of Sphere and Rosenbrock functions. To further illustrate the relevance of this study, the experimental results with the two non-linear tested functions used in by are reported and discussed (Shi & Eberhart, 1999) .
1-Randomly initialize the buffalos to nodes within the solution space; 2-Update the buffalo's exploitation using:
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For comparison, two nonlinear functions used in are used here. The first function is the Sphere function described by equation (1):
Where = [ 1 , 2 , … , ] is an n-dimensional real-valued vector. The second function is the Rosenbrock function described by equation (2):
Following the suggestion in (Shi & Eberhart, 1999) and for the purpose of comparison, the lower and upper values are selected to be as the original values. Utilizing the original parameters of ABO to evaluate the GABO algorithm, different population sizes were used for each function and these population sizes are 10 original; 20 and 30 buffalos. The maximum number of iteration is set to 100 original: 200, and 300 and the dimension is 5. Each algorithm was tested 3 times to get the get the Mean global best position.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The global best position of GABO presented a very improved result, almost twice as good, when compared with the result of the ABO. Moreover, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 , the convergence speed of the GABO towards the optimum values was faster when compared with those of the ABO. It is, however, noticeable that the convergence of the GABO was quick in both functions but slowed down as it approaches the optimal. It took GABO 0.028s to reach the best global position but the ABO reached the global best position in 0.025s. These comparisons are depicted in Tables 3 and 4 . Finally, the performance speed of both algorithms is 5.5465s with 100 iterations for the ABO algorithm and 4.9725s for the GABO algorithm. The results in Tables 3 & 4 are obtained when the iteration is 100. Table 2 where Sphere was tested using ABO and GABO on a 5-dimensional space with 10, 20, 30 buffalos and 100, 200, 300 iterations, the global best position of GABO has very good result that is almost twice as good as the result of ABO. Moreover, the convergence speed of GABO toward the optimum values are faster than those of ABO as plotted in Tables 3 and 4 . Moreover, it is easy to observe that GABO convergences quickly in both functions but slows its convergence speed down when reaching the optimum. It takes 0.028s to get the best global position while ABO takes 0.025s as can be seen clearly in Tables  3 and 4 . Finally, the total performance speed of the both algorithm is 5.546s with 100 iterations for ABO and 4.972s only for GABO. This result in Tables 3 & 4 was taken when the iteration is 100. Similarly, the GABO takes self-time 1.081s while ABO takes self-time 1.123s this may be due to the function simplicity. 2.8229e-66 Table 3 . Different Iterations results: ABO Convergence speed 100 iteration -Sphere Table 4 . Different Iterations results: GABO Convergence speed 100 iteration -Sphere
Buffalo size Dimension Iteration Global
In Table 3 , Rosenbrock function was tested using ABO and GABO. The parameters used are: 5-dimensional space with 10, 20, 30 buffalos and 100, 200, 300 iterations. It was discovered that the global best position of GABO improved better than the result of ABO as seen below in Table 5 . Moreover, the convergence speed of GABO toward the optimum values are faster than ABO as plotted in Tables 6 and 7 . However, it was observed that the GABO convergences quickly under both function but will slow its convergence speed down when reaching the optima. It took 0.040s to get the best global position while ABO took 0.028s as can be seen clearly in Tables 3and 4. Finally, the total time performance speed of the both algorithm is 12.1018s with 300 iterations for ABO and 11.254s only for GABO. This result in Figures 6 & 7 was taken when the iteration is 300. 
CONCLUSION
The GABO algorithm was introduced in this study through the incorporation of the optimum global solution already identified by the buffalos into the original version of the ABO. After this, the best position of ABO was projected as the new search dimension to find the optimum values. To investigate the proposed method, two functions were employed. The results of the experiments showed that the GABO exhibited fast convergence when compared with the ABO. Nevertheless, though it was observed that the GABO algorithm works efficiently, we do not rule out the need for further experiments on more complex multimodal, separable and non-separable functions to further validate the search capacity of GABO. Moreover, there is need to apply GABO to other optimization search landscapes such as urban transportation problems, job scheduling, dynamic modeling, vehicle routing etc.
